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A Full Lifecycle Authentication Scheme for
Large-scale Smart IoT Applications

Fei Chen, Zixing Xiao, Tao Xiang, Junfeng Fan, and Hong-Linh Truong

Abstract—The rapid development of IoT (Internet of Things) brings great convenience to people through the utilization of IoT
applications, but also brings huge security challenges. Existing IoT security breaches show that many IoT devices have authentication
flaws. Although many IoT authentication schemes were proposed, they are not fit for recent smart IoT applications covering IoT device,
back-end sever, and user-end mobile applications. To build the first line of defense for smart IoT systems, this paper proposes a new
authentication scheme. The proposed scheme first models the entire lifecycle of the IoT device authentication for real-world scenarios
of smart IoT systems that contains factory manufacturing, daily usage, and system resetting. For each stage in the lifecycle, the
proposed scheme employs efficient symmetric key mechanisms to achieve the authentication between IoT device, back-end server,
and mobile application. The proposed scheme supports both server-free local area network communication and sever-involved remote
public area communication. Formal security verification shows that the proposed scheme resists existing attacks. The open-source
experimental evaluations also show that the proposed scheme is efficient and promising for practical usage.

Index Terms—smart IoT application, authentication, lifecycle management, scalability, formal verification

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) applications, integrated with cloud
computing and mobile computing, have been shaping a new
computing paradigm for modern society as demonstrated
through the usefulness of various smart IoT applications,
e.g., smart camera, smart bulb, smart logistics, and smart
manufacturing. Because of such usefulness, smart IoT appli-
cations have obtained a remarkable success. It is projected
that the number of IoT devices will reach 30.9 billion units
by 2025 [1]. They have also attracted various research efforts
[2]–[4].

Typically, shown in Fig. 1, an architecture of a smart IoT
system mainly includes three entities, i.e., IoT device, user
mobile application, and back-end server. Consider the smart
camera as a use case. A vendor produces millions of smart
cameras that are later used by millions of users around the
world for smart home security surveillance. The vendor also
provides a mobile application for the user to interact with
the smart camera both locally and remotely through a back-
end server that is run by the vendor. When the user and the
IoT device are located in the same local area network, the
user can directly issue commands to control the device using
a mobile application. Similarly, the device can directly report
data to the user. Besides local and direct communication,
the user can communicate with the IoT device remotely by
employing the back-end server to relay the communication,
i.e., the user sends a command to the server and then the
server forwards it to the device. The convenient access and
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control of an IoT device makes smart IoT applications very
attractive for users. These applications are considered smart
IoT applications in this paper. They and their deployment
models continuously attract large-scale number of users in
many application domains. They are also the focus of this
work. We note that the IoT applications that do not fit the
architecture of Fig. 1 are out of the scope of the paper.
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Fig. 1: Smart IoT System Architecture

While such smart IoT applications bring considerable
convenience to end users, they also incur a lot of security
problems. Researchers have found various security risks
in existing smart IoT applications. For example, Obermaier
and Hutle found that the video stream captured by a smart
camera could be leaked, deleted, or modified due to insecure
authentication [5]. In this case, the video camera used the
MAC address (or some computation of MAC) for remote
authentication. However, an attacker is able to predict the
MAC addresses from the same manufacturer, which results
in impersonation attacks. Ling et al. found that attackers
could impersonate a user to communicate with the back-end
server, making the real user’s smart plug not working due
to the impersonation [6]. This was also caused by insecure
authentication. This scheme used some variant of the MAC
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address to conduct authentication remotely. Fernandes et al.
found that applications in Samsung SmartThings could leak
user privacy due to insecure authorization [7]. Similar secu-
rity issues are common and are being reported in researches,
even for famous products from influential companies, e.g.
Google Home [8].

These reported security issues are caused by the various
vulnerabilities of the smart IoT devices. Among the vulner-
abilities, insecure authentication is a very critical security
flaw, which includes authentications between the device,
the back-end server, and the mobile application. This is
because an attacker could impersonate a cloud server or
a device in the IoT system architecture that the attacker
does not possess. Such impersonation attack causes the
normal service of other victims’ smart IoT devices failing
to work (e.g., [5], [6]). Thus, the attack brings loss to the
vendor and incurs bad experiences to the smart IoT ap-
plication users. Moreover, insecure authentication may also
cause data security problems that depend on the underlying
design of the smart IoT application. Therefore, to improve
smart IoT application security, this paper studies the critical
authentication problem for the smart IoT systems.

Sate-of-the-art works and limitations. Researchers have
studied authentication in traditional IoT systems inten-
sively. Many proposed IoT authentication schemes (e.g.,
cable TV system, 4G mobile phone network) are based
on the security factor of smart cards [9], [10]. In such a
scheme, the user employs a smart card and/or a password
to authenticate itself to a service. Some schemes (e.g., smart
home gateway) employ a separate, centralized authenti-
cation gateway to authenticate the associated IoT devices
[4], [11]–[13]. The user communicates with the IoT devices
through the centralized gateway. Recent researches are also
trying to leverage emerging technologies (such as edge
computing, blockchain) to enable IoT authentication [14]–
[16].

While these authentication schemes work for traditional
IoT systems, they are not a reasonable fit for large-scale
smart IoT systems. First, existing authentication schemes
only support limited communications. The smart IoT sys-
tems however require more flexible user access and control,
either locally or remotely using the end-user’s mobile ap-
plications. The communication is more complicated because
of more system participants and more interactions. Second,
existing schemes face usability issues. In case of a back-end
server breakdown, traditional IoT authentication schemes
fail to work. This is not a desired property for a smart IoT
application. Third, when the number of IoT devices scales
up, the performance of traditional authentication schemes
is also an issue. When more IoT devices are deployed, the
pressure of the authentication server grows considerably.

Our Work. This paper proposes a secure, flexible, and
efficient authentication scheme for the typical smart IoT
system as in Fig. 1. The proposed scheme supports mutual
authentication between the IoT device, the server, and the
user (i.e., the mobile application). Corresponding to local
communication, the proposed scheme allows the IoT device
and the user to authenticate each other. Corresponding
to remote communication, the scheme supports two folds,
i.e., the server and the IoT device authenticates each other
first, and then the server and the user authenticates each

other subsequently to establish a relay channel. Besides the
basic authentication requirement, the proposed scheme also
covers the whole lifecycle of a smart IoT device, from manu-
facturing to off-shell use, and to ownership change. To make
the proposed scheme efficient, we employ efficient crypto-
graphic mechanisms (e.g., symmetric encryption, message
authentication code, etc.) in the design.

Specifically, the proposed scheme works as follows. First,
at the production of the IoT device, the smart IoT system
producer/manager/service provider authenticates a device
uniquely. It assigns a unique ID (i.e., identity) and embeds a
unique secret key for each device. The ID and the secret key
are used to authenticate the device to the back-end server.
Second, after the user buys a smart IoT device and performs
the setup, the user, the device, and the server communicate
all together to securely bind the user to the device. Through
binding, this step prevents attackers getting unauthorized
access of the server and the IoT device. Third, after setup,
the user could access and control the device locally and re-
motely in normal daily uses. During access and control, the
user needs to authenticate to the IoT device and the back-
end server using the detailed authentication algorithms in
the proposed scheme. After successful authentication, the
user can get data from the device and send commands to
the device. Fourth, a user is also able to make updates to
the device in later usage. The updates could be changing
credential and restoring factory settings (which is useful for
transferring the device to another user).

We further analyze the security of the proposed scheme
using both heuristic approaches and formal approaches.
We list common attacks and explain why the proposed
scheme can resist these attacks. This enables an intuitive
understanding of the proposed scheme. We also conduct a
formal security analysis based on the AVISPA tool [17]. It
exhausts and analyzes the flow of the proposed scheme us-
ing formal logic. Besides, we also measure the performance
of the proposed scheme experimentally.

Results. We conducted formal security verification using
the AVISPA tool [17]. The results show that the proposed
scheme achieves sound authentication. It resists imperson-
ation attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, and replay attacks.
We further prototyped the proposed scheme using Python
by simulating IoT device, authentication server, relay server,
and user’s mobile application. Experimental results show
that the proposed scheme can correctly complete all commu-
nication processes and that the proposed scheme is efficient
during frequent online authentication processes. Specifi-
cally, the storage overhead of the authentication server
and relay server are 124 bytes and 98 bytes per device.
The maximal communication cost is around 1.2 kilobytes,
which is used to set up one-round authenticated remote
communication. The maximal computation cost is about 2.7
milliseconds, which is also used in the authenticated remote
communication setup.

Contribution. In summary, this paper makes the follow-
ing contribution:

• Conceptual construction. We proposed a specific au-
thentication scheme for smart IoT applications. The
proposed scheme enables secure authentication be-
tween the IoT device, the back-end server, and the
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mobile application. The proposed scheme enables
full-lifecycle authentication in the sense that it covers
device manufacturing, device operation, and device
ownership transfer, i.e., the while lifespan of the
device.

• Solid analysis. Formal analysis using the AVISPA tool
verified the security of the proposed authentication
scheme. We also prototyped and opensourced the
proposed authentication scheme. Experimental re-
sults also validated the efficiency of the proposed
scheme.

2 RELATED WORK

IoT systems are evolving in the past years. Researchers have
uncovered various vulnerabilities of the IoT devices on the
market. We first present a sample review of real smart IoT
application security cases caused by the insecure authentica-
tion vulnerability in recent five years. This case review also
shows the need of a new secure authentication design. To
enable IoT security, authentication has been studied from
various perspectives. We classify existing authentication
schemes into three categories, i.e., authentication between
device and server, between device and user, and between
server and user. Then for each category, we review related
research works. Compared with recent surveys in the IoT
authentication area (e.g., [18]–[20]), our review here focuses
more on the interactions between the IoT device, the server,
and the user. The consideration is that it intuitively shows
the way how the IoT device is used in practice and that it is
more close to our work in this paper.

2.1 Insecure IoT Authentication Case Review

In 2017, Ling et al. found that a smart plug had serious
security risks due to insecure authentication [6]. In this
application, the smart plug used the MAC address to au-
thenticate the device. An attacker could write a script to
impersonate a victim device. In this case, the victim device is
forced to disconnect to remote cloud; thus, its owner cannot
operate on the device remotely.

In 2018, Wang et al. conducted a security research on
password reset attack for IoT applications [21]. They found
that a brute force attack against Short Message Service
(SMS)-based authentication could be performed without
firmware analysis. When the user forgets the password, the
user can use the SMS verification code sent to the mobile
phone to make the user authenticated. An adversary can
automatically conduct brute-force attacks on SMS verifica-
tion codes to steal accounts and gain control of the device.
With this discovery, they implemented a prototype tool
called SACIntruder and discovered 12 0-day vulnerabilities
in devices including smart locks, shared cars, smartwatches,
and more.

In 2019, Junior et al. analyzed 32 companion smartphone
apps matched for the best-selling 96 Wi-Fi IoT devices
on Amazon [22]. They found that TP-Link’s smart sockets
shared the same hard-coded key for all devices in one
product line. The initial configuration of the devices was
just through the app without any authentication. Based on
this information, they demonstrated how to impersonate

applications via spoofing attacks. To avoid these vulner-
abilities, they also discussed two strategies for securing
communications for IoT applications.

In 2020, Janes et al. explored the challenges of propagat-
ing credential revocation and access control list modification
in a shared IoT ecosystem [23]. They found that a smart
wireless doorbell failed to implement a proper authenti-
cation scheme for multiple users sharing a single account.
The doorbell didn’t immediately force other users to re-
authenticate when the device owner changed the password.
Conversely, users who are currently in a session can stay
connected without interruption. The vendor modified that
authentication model after the vulnerability was disclosed.
The authors also proposed an attack to prevent identity in-
validation after revocation of authorization and discovered
vulnerabilities in 16 other devices.

In 2021, Santos et al. proposed a malware targeting a
building automation system (BAS) [24]. They pointed out
that in smart lighting systems, Philips Hue supported an
API that allows users to interact with bridges and light
bulbs using HTTP requests. Authentication in this API
was achieved by carrying a token generated when the
user registered with the bridge in the request. However,
API requests that carry this token were sent in clear text.
Therefore, attackers can sniff traffic and capture the token
of existing/new registered users to gain malicious access.
When the bridge authorized a new application or user, it
remained white-listed until a factory reset was performed
on the device. Additionally, the network configuration of
the bridge could be changed by sending an HTTP request.
Combined with these vulnerabilities, the authors could set
the device to a public IP, enabling remote access over the
Internet. This allowed the bridge to be used as an entry
point or hub to attack the BAS network.

2.2 Device and Server Authentication

This category includes researches for authentication be-
tween the device and the server. The device needs to authen-
ticate the server to avoid leaking sensitive data to opponents
or being illegally controlled. The server needs to authenti-
cate the device to avoid exposing control commands and
user privacy to opponents.

Network protocol based schemes. This group of re-
search proposed to add authentication mechanisms in ex-
isting network communication protocols to support IoT au-
thentication. Jan et al. [25] proposed a lightweight authenti-
cation scheme. This scheme is based on a pre-shared key and
implements device-server authentication by adding a four-
way handshake mechanism to the Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP) [26]. Roughly, it works as follows. An IoT
device first sends a request with its ID to the server. The
server then searches for the corresponding pre-shared key
according to the device ID, generates a session key and
a random number (encrypted), and returns them to the
device. Later, the device decrypts the message, responds
to the server’s challenge by returning the random number,
and issues a new challenge. The server checks the device’s
response and responds to the client’s challenge. Through the
four-way handshake mechanism, the device and the server
complete mutual authentication.
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Khan et al. [27] proposed a lightweight handshake al-
gorithm for authentication. The scheme is based on the
device-server interaction model using CoAP. After pass-
ing the authentication, each device registers itself with the
server to obtain resources. Compared with [25], this scheme
can prevent malicious devices from viewing resources and
establishing connections with the server. Kothmayr et al.
[28] proposed a mutual authentication scheme based on the
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) protocol [29]. It
works on a standard communication protocol stack, which
provides UDP/IPv6 networks for low-power wireless per-
sonal area networks. The authentication is performed dur-
ing the DTLS handshake, which is based on the exchange of
X.509 certificates containing public key cryptographic keys.
This scheme also provides message integrity and confiden-
tiality. Angelo [30] integrated the DTLS protocol into CoAP.
This scheme uses elliptic cipher curve (ECC) cryptography
to optimize the use of device memory.

PUF based schemes. This group of research proposed
to employ unique physical characteristics of an IoT device
for authentication. The physical unclonable function (PUF)
module uses the inherent physical structure to uniquely
identify the silicon chip of a device. Given any stimulus
input, PUF outputs a unique and unpredictable response.
Thus, this feature can be used to authenticate the device.

Muhammad [31] proposed a PUF-based identity authen-
tication mechanism, which has very low communication
/ computational overhead and low memory requirements.
The scheme includes a key establishment process without
additional overhead. Because there is no key stored in
the device memory, this scheme is immune to physical
and side channel attacks. Researchers also proposed other
PUF based authentication schemes, e.g., [32], [33]. However,
PUF-based authentication was attacked successfully using
machine learning approaches [34].

2.3 Device and User Authentication
In the process of establishing communication between the
device and the user, one party needs to authenticate the
other party. The device needs to authenticate the user to
avoid leaking sensitive data to opponents or being illegally
controlled. To prevent opponents from impersonating a
device, users need to authenticate the device to avoid re-
vealing their user credentials and privacy. We review related
researches as follows.

Proximity based schemes. The proximity-based authen-
tication schemes require that the user’s mobile phone and
the IoT device are geographically close (e.g., within 1 meter).
Specifically, it determines whether the user is authenticated
using physically sensible information. Zhang et al. [35] pro-
posed a novel IoT device authentication mechanism called
Move2Auth, which aims to enhance the security of IoT
devices. In Move2Auth, the user needs to hold the smart
phone and perform gestures, e.g., moving backward or
rotating in front of the IoT device. By combining changes in
RSS (Received Signal Strength) and matching between RSS
trajectories and smartphone sensor trajectories, Move2Auth
can reliably detect distances and authenticate IoT devices
accordingly.

Along this research line, Neil et al. [36] also proposed
a proximity based user authentication scheme for access

control of voice devices. The proposed scheme estimates
the distance between two devices by playing and detecting
certain sound signals. If the estimated distance is not greater
than the threshold selected by the user, access right is
granted.

Gateway based schemes. This line of research requires
off-line registration of the device and the gateway at a
registration agency. After successful registration, the device
and the gateway save each other’s relevant information.
Dammak et al. [13] proposed a new token-based lightweight
user authentication protocol. The registration agency first
stores information in the gateway and the devices in an off-
line manner. In order to obtain the service of the device, the
user needs to register on the registration agency in advance.
After that, the gateway periodically issues the user an access
token to a group of devices designated by the user.

Along this line, Wu et al. [37] pointed out that using
multi-gateway can help users access data from different
sensor areas. Based on this, the authors proposed a new au-
thentication scheme for multi-gateway wireless sensor net-
work, which is suitable for resource-constrained IoT devices.
Cirani et al. [38] proposed an authorization framework for
HTTP/CoAP services. The proposed framework used an
external, off-the-shell, OAuth-based authorization service.

2.4 Server and User Authentication
The communication of the server and the user also requires
authentication. The server needs to authenticate the user to
avoid being controlled illegally and leaking sensitive data
of the device. To prevent opponents from impersonating a
server, users also need to authenticate the server to avoid
revealing their user credentials and privacy. We review
related researches as follows.

Multi-factor based schemes. This line of research uses
more factors (besides username and password) to authenti-
cate the user. For example, one could use smart cards, bio-
metrics, etc. Wazid et al. [4] proposed a multi-factor-based
user authentication scheme suitable for smart home envi-
ronments. The authentication factors used in this scheme
include user biometrics, user passwords, and information
stored in mobile phones.

Sharma [9] also proposed a lightweight user authentica-
tion protocol for IoT applications. The scheme is two-factor
based, which employs a user credential and a smart card.
The user first registers with the server in a secure channel.
The server stores the relevant information in the smart card
and sends it to the user. During authentication, the user
inserts the smart card into the terminal, enters the user
credentials, and then performs mutual authentication with
the server.

Context based schemes. Some researchers proposed
to use context information, such as user preferences, ac-
tual environment, etc., to support secure authentication.
Ashibani et al. [39] introduced a context-aware authenti-
cation framework for smart homes. The framework uses
contextual information such as the user’s location, request
time, and access behavior patterns to enable the access to
home devices. After this work, Ashibani et al. [40] proposed
to employ network traffic patterns to authenticate a user.
The proposed scheme is able to authenticate users with a
minimum of 95% accuracy.
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2.5 Comparison with Related Work
Compared with traditional IoT authentication research
works, this research has two main differences. One lies
in the studied subject/application scenario. Traditional IoT
architecture mainly concerns client-server architecture. This
paper, however, focuses on more recent IoT system archi-
tecture as in Fig. 1. It involves IoT device, server, mobile
app, and various interactions between them. In such an
architecture, the number of IoT devices and corresponding
users is much larger. The other difference lies full lifecycle
management. This paper designs an authentication scheme
that covers the manufacturing phase, normal usage phase,
and status update phase (e.g., resetting, ownership change,
etc.). In contrast, most of traditional schemes only focused
on the normal usage phase.

Besides research works, the smart IoT application indus-
try is also using authentication in their products. We tried
to survey related works on schemes used by the industry;
however, little information is public. Indeed, authentication
is critical and it is reasonable to keep it secret to further
protect system security. As far as we surveyed, current
industry practice could be divided into two groups. One is
to design the authentication scheme on its own. If not well-
designed, security flaws could exist, as reported by recent
research works, e.g., [5], [7]. The other is to use a third-party
product (e.g., [41]). The drawback is on privacy and system
complexity, i.e., the smart application developer needs to
trust the solution supplier and the corresponding system
gets more complex. The work here is useful for the first
group that wants to design dependable authentication by
its own.

3 SMART IOT APPLICATION AUTHENTICATION
MODEL

In this section, we formulate the authentication problem for
the smart IoT applications by abstracting current practices.
We first show a running example and explain a basic model
and common processes in the authentication lifecycle that
we follow. We then discuss its network communication
model, threat model, and the design goals for a practical
authentication scheme.

3.1 A Running Example
We first use the smart home monitoring application as a
running example to explain a modern smart IoT system. In
this application scenario, a vendor develops a smart camera
product and sells it to millions of users. A user buys a smart
camera from the market to enhance the user’s home security.
The smart camera supports the user to check and process
the captured image/video both at home and outside home
through a vendor developed mobile app. In the former case,
the user accesses and controls the smart camera through
a local area network which promotes system performance
due to fast, stable local communication. In the latter case,
the user employs the public network infrastructure to send
access and control commands. To run the mobile app, the
vendor maintains some servers either in public cloud in-
frastructures or in its own data center. Thus, millions of
users interact with their smart cameras, vendor servers, and

the mobile app. During normal usage, the smart application
also conveniently supports one user to reset the device or
sell the device to another user.

3.2 Authentication System Architecture

Authentication Server

Device App
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2.bind 3.authentication and communication in LAN
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Fig. 2: Smart IoT Application System Authentication
Architecture

Figure 2 shows the authentication architecture of the
smart IoT applications in practices that we will consider in
this paper. Abstracting from real-world complex systems,
the architecture consists of four entities: IoT device, back-
end authentication server, back-end relay server, and a
mobile application. The IoT device is a typical smart device,
which is widely available in the market, e.g., smart camera,
Google Home, etc. The authentication server and the relay
server are two components in the back-end, which are
maintained by the smart IoT application service provider.
The authentication server is responsible for authenticating
the device and the user. The relay server is responsible
for forwarding remote communications between the device
and the user. Separating the two servers are useful for
scaling the authentication system. Because most of the re-
mote communication is on relaying user’s access and control
commands, the service provider can scale up the system by
deploying more relay servers. The mobile application runs
on the user’s mobile phone. Through it, the user is able to
communicate with the IoT device either locally or remotely.

3.3 Network Model, Threat Model, Design Goals
Figure 3 shows the network model for a smart IoT system.
IoT devices are connected to an access point (AP) or a
gateway. They can communicate with users and remote
system servers using the gateway. Users can communicate
directly with IoT devices if they locate in the same local
area network, which could require no interaction with the
server. When not in the same local area network, users can
communicate with the server to control the IoT devices.

We employ the widely used Dolev-Yao threat model
[42]. In this model, the involved parties communicate in
insecure channels and do not trust each other. An adversary
can eavesdrop and tamper with communication messages.
However, the denial-of-service attack (e.g., dropping every
network data packet) on the communication network level
is out of the scope of this work; this line of research is
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parallel to the work here. An adversary is able to buy a
smart IoT device; thus, the adversary is able to experiment
on the device and the back-end server. We assume that the
adversary will not tamper the user during the device setup
process. This is because the setup process is run very rarely.
We also assume that the adversary is not able to crack the
back-end server. If the back-end server is compromised, au-
thentication has no sense then. As a result, this assumption
is reasonable.

The proposed authentication scheme should achieve the
following design goals.

• Secure: An adversary without the user’s creden-
tial should not able to access and control a device
through successful authentication.

• Scalable: A typical smart IoT system has more than
thousands or even millions of devices and users. The
proposed scheme should still work in such scale.

• Robust: When the back-end server is down, local
communication should still work. When a device is
tampered by an adversary, security of other devices
should not be influenced.

In this work, we mainly consider symmetric key based
authentication design. The main reason is twofold. First, the
number of IoT devices in a smart IoT application could
achieve the scale of millions, or even more. If employing
a public key based scheme, the back-end server encounters
more intensive computation burden than a symmetric one.
Second, the current public key infrastructure (PKI) in the
global scale involves many parties. To enable robustness in
case of unpredictable PKI server failures, an IoT application
needs to cost more system complexity in its design if em-
ploying PKI. Therefore, we made such design choice in this
work.

4 MAIN IDEA

We first identify challenges and show the high-level solution
idea during the design of a secure authentication scheme for
smart IoT applications. Then, we show how to implement
the idea in different authentication processes corresponding
to different lifecycle processes.

4.1 Challenges
The proposed scheme aims to solve three challenges for
smart IoT system authentication. First, the authentication
scheme should be scalable. When the number of the IoT
devices scales up, the authentication scheme should still

be efficient. Second, the scheme should be robust. When
the back-end server is down, users and devices should still
be able to communicate locally. Third, the scheme should
be resilient. Even if a device or application is damaged,
the security of other devices or applications should not be
affected.

To address the first challenge, the proposed scheme
uses two methods to boost system scalability. The proposed
scheme divides the communication among the IoT device,
server, and the user into two types. One is local communi-
cation when the IoT device and the user lies in the same
local area network; the other is remote communication.
Only remote communication requires the authentication
server’s participation. Besides, the proposed scheme divides
the server into two logical components, i.e., authentication
server and relay server. When a user accesses the IoT device
remotely, most of the traffic goes to the relay server. The
system also only employs efficient symmetric cryptographic
operations in these communications. The two methods com-
bined reduce the burden of the authentication server, which
boots scalability.

To deal with the second challenge, the proposed scheme
uses local communication when the back-end server is
down, which enables robustness. Specifically, when the user
first sets up the device using a mobile application, the user
and the IoT device set up a shared random secret key for
local communication. The secret key could be used for a
fixed time to authenticate the IoT device and the user lo-
cally, which enables secure local communication. No server
participation is needed.

To tackle the third challenge, the proposed scheme as-
signs an independent, unique secret device key for each IoT
device to ensure resilience. The user registers for one specific
device on the server in the binding process. A local shared
secret key for the user and the device is also generated in the
binding process. This implies that each device has a unique,
independent key for authentication and communication,
either locally or remotely. Once an IoT device is damaged
or leaks its secret device key, it does not leak any useful
information about the keys of other devices. Even in the
case an attacker obtains the device key of a broken IoT
device, the attacker can only impersonate the user of this
specific IoT device, but not other devices. This is because the
server binds each user with a specific device using device-
dependent secret keys.

4.2 Authentication Processes

We follow current smart IoT application authentication
practices dividing the lifecycle of a smart IoT application
into four processes, namely device registration, user bind-
ing, local and remote communication, and status update
[20]. For each process, we outline how to embed authen-
tication.

Device registration. In this process, we embed a secret
device key in the device. It is carried out by the smart IoT
application provider. It is executed before the device leaves
the factory to complete the registration of the device on the
back-end server. Each device will have a unique secrete key.
It thus enables future mutual authentication between the
device and the server uniquely.
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Specifically, it has three phases. In the pre-registration
phase, the smart IoT application developer stores device
information on the authentication server. In the burning
firmware phase, the firmware is burned to the device. In
the issuing device key phase, the authentication server
authenticates each device and issues a secret and unique
device key for each device.

User binding. We bind a user to a specific device in
this process. The binding is mainly used for usability and
security enhancement. For usability, it allows a user to
control the device using a mobile application conveniently.
This is implemented by setting a local secret key between
the device and the user. For security, it prevents attackers’
unauthorized access to the device.

Specifically, it runs when the device is used for the first
time by the user. The user, the authentication server, and
the device participate in the process. After running, the user
and the device set up a random, shared secret key for future
local communication. The user also registers the association
of itself with the device in the authentication server. The
association enables future remote control of the device.

Local and remote communication. We enable communi-
cation between the user and the device in this process. It is
run most often during the device’s lifecycle. For the commu-
nication in LAN, the user and the device authenticate each
other employing a mobile application. The authentication
uses the shared secret key that is negotiated in the binding
process. After successful authentication, the user is able to
access and control the device.

For remote communication over the public network, the
user mainly employs the relay server to send the access and
control commands. Before communicating with the relay
server, the user first authenticates itself to the authentica-
tion server. The authentication server sets up a connection
between the user, the relay server, and the device. The
connection uses two fresh random session keys. The session
key is used for later authentication between the user and the
relay server, and between the relay server and the device.

Status update. We use this process to update user
credential, refresh long-term keys, and reset the system.
Resetting is useful when one user forgets the password or
transfers a device to another user. When restoring the fac-
tory settings, the device will clear all its own authentication
data for the previously bound user. By running the binding
process again, a totally new setup is then established.

5 PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME

This section presents all the details of the proposed authen-
tication scheme for smart IoT applications. Corresponding
to the discussed lifecycle as in Section 4, we divide the
authentication into four parts and show each part in the
following. For convenient reference, Table 1 lists all the
notations we used. For easy remembering the meanings of
the keys listed in the table, we name them regularly. We
use two letters in the subscript to denote the two roles that
use the key. Specifically, ‘d’ denotes device; ‘a’ denotes
authentication server; ‘r’ denotes relay server;
‘p’ denotes mobile phone application. For example,
Kda is shared by the device and the authentication server.

TABLE 1: Notation Summary

Notations Descriptions

ProductName, PN product name
ProductSecret, PS product secret key (short-term)
DeviceName, DN device name
DeviceSecret, DS device secret key (long-term)

SD smart device unique identity
MA mobile application identity
R random number

Enc(K,M) encryption of M using secret key K
Dec(K,C) decryption of C using secret key K

H(·) cryptographic hash function

HMAC(K,M)
hash based

message authentication code
(M1, · · · ,Mn

HMAC(K, ∗))
a message where (M1, · · · ,Mn)

is authenticated by HMAC

Kda
device and the authentication server

session key (short-term)
Kdp device and app session key (short-term)

Kap
authentication server and app

session key (short-term)
Kbind session key during binding (short-term)

Kdr
device and relay server
session key (short-term)

Krp
relay server and app

session key (short-term)

Kra
relay server and

authentication server session key (short-term)

Klocal
device and app

local communication key (long-term)
username user name
password password

salt a random number
spd salted password

new salt new salt
new username new user name

new pd new user password
RSaddr relay server address
RSid relay session identifier
M a message
T a timestamp

5.1 Device Registration

The first process in the lifecycle of a smart IoT device is to
design and produce the IoT devices. It requires to register
all the devices that will be produced in the back-end server.
After this process, all the devices are produced in the factory
and could be dispatched/sold to end users. This process has
three phases as follows.

Pre-registration. In this phase, a smart IoT application
developer registers the IoT devices on the authentication
server AS. Generally, the IoT devices produced by a vendor
correspond to a certain product model. To differentiate
different products, we assign a name to a product model
and also assign a name to each IoT device. Figure 4 shows
the pre-registration phase.

ProductName, ProductSecret, DeviceName1, ……, DeviceNameN

Pre-registration

Developer Authentication Server

Fig. 4: Device Pre-registration

Specifically, the developer first registers a product model
on the authentication server by providing the product
model name PN and the product model key PS. The
developer then sends all the device names DN to the server
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for future authentication of IoT devices. Then all devices
could be uniquely identified using (PN ,DN). We use SD
to denote the identity of a specific device. We use a smart
camera as an example to make explanations. The variable
PN could be “camera A”, “camera B”, “camera C”, etc. The
variable DN could be the MAC address of a camera; it could
also be a random number generated by the producer. The
variable SD could be the concatenation of PN and DN .
This information is registered on the server to distinguish
each device.

We note that the product secret key PS is the root of
trust in the proposed scheme. We assume that the device
vendor/designer trusts the manufacturer during the device
production process. In real world, the device vendor and
the manufacturer could sign a confidentiality agreement
to enforce the secrecy of PS. An exemplary case is the
production of Apple iPhone.

Burning the firmware. This phase is used to produce
all the IoT devices conveniently after registration. All de-
vices belonging to the same product model have the same
firmware. The same PN and PS are burned in the firmware
for all devices. However, they have different device names.
The device name is embedded in the device in the form of a
serial number or a MAC address. We note that the variable
PS is used to generate a random device secret in later phase.
Figure 5 shows the state of each device after burning the
firmware.

Device1
DeviceName1

Firmware
ProductName
ProductSecret

Device2
DeviceName2

Device3
DeviceName3

Firmware
ProductName
ProductSecret

Firmware
ProductName
ProductSecret

Fig. 5: Device State After Burning Firmware

Issuing device key. After the firmware is burned, the
device is still in an inactive state and needs to obtain the
device key before it becomes active. This phase assigns a
different device secret key for each IoT device. It is run
before an IoT device leaves the factory. The secret key is
used to authenticate each IoT device uniquely.

Device

ProductName DeviceName DeviceSecret

Device

ProductName ProductSecret DeviceName

Activation

Fig. 6: State Update After Activation

The IoT device sends a registration request to the authen-
tication server; the server then issues the device-dependent
secret key DS. After that, the device is activated and has a
new triplet information, i.e., (PN , DN , DS). After obtaining
the device secret key DS, the device deletes the product
secret key. Assigning different keys to different devices
ensures that the compromise of a single device will not affect
other devices. After completing this phase, the device can
be dispatched from the factory. Figure 6 shows the status
change after a device is activated.

Authentication
ServerDevice

SD,Enc(PS,SD||R1)

Enc(PS,DS||R1||R2)

Enc(DS,R2)
Store DS,
delete PS.

Store DS.

Fig. 7: Issuing Device Key

With PS, the device applies to the server to issue the
device key. Figure 7 shows the detailed device key issuing
process. The basic idea is that the server and the device
authenticate each other using PS, fresh random numbers
R1 and R2. Then the server generates a new, random secret
device key. The randomness ensures unpredictability of the
device secret key, which is important to ensure secure au-
thentication in case of replay attacks. Authentication works
in a standard challenge-response fashion.

Specifically, it works as follows. The device Device
sends a request to obtain its secret key from the authenti-
cation server AS. Device generates a random number R1,
uses PS as the key, encrypts the concatenated value of its
identifier SD and R1, and sends (SD,Enc(PS, SD||R1))
to AS. R1 acts as a challenge from Device to AS. After re-
ceiving the registration request, AS obtains the PN from the
SD and searches for the corresponding PS. AS generates
a random number DS as the device key of Device, and
generates a random number R2 as a challenge. AS sends
(Enc(PS,DS||R1||R2)) to Device.

Device decrypts the message using PS and obtains the
device keys DS, R1, R2. Since the correct R1 was received,
Device considers that AS successfully responded to the
challenge. Next, Device needs to encrypt R2 with DS and
send it. While responding to the challenge from AS, Device
also proves that itself has correctly received the key DS.
Also, Device will store the DS and delete the PS. This is
a change from product-level to one device-level, in order
to prevent the damage of a single device from affecting
all devices of this type of product. After decrypting and
obtaining R2, AS considers that the Device can respond
correctly and has received the DS correctly. After that, AS
stores DS to the database. In the future, AS and Device
will use DS to authenticate each other.

5.2 User Binding
After end users receive the devices, they run the initializa-
tion process of a smart IoT system. The initialization binds a
device to a specific user. The binding process makes the au-
thentication server to remember the user information related
to the device. Such binding will enable the user to access
the device remotely. As a result, this process requires the
interactions between the device, the authentication server,
and the user’s mobile application. The authentication server
should be online for a successful binding. This process has
two phases as follows.

Device and server session key establishment. This
phase establishes a session key between Device and AS.
When first run by the user, Device first communicates with
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AS. Device could connect to AS in many ways. We show an
example connection as follows. Commonly, Device acts as
a wireless access point and is restricted to be accessed by at
most one user. Then the user employs a mobile application
App to connect the access point. After connecting, App could
tell Device to access an available Wi-Fi using a given
password. Then Device is online and could start session
key establishment with AS.

Authentication
ServerDevice

SD, Enc(DS,R3)

Enc(DS,R3||R4)

Enc(DS,R4)

Use session key Kda for communication.

Check R3, if it 
matches, generate a 

session key
Kda=H(R3||R4).

Check R4, if it 
matches, generate a 

session key
Kda=H(R3||R4).

Fig. 8: Device and Server Session Key Establishment

Figure 8 shows the detailed session key establishment
steps. The basic idea is to use the device secret key to
authenticate. Authentication works in a challenge-response
fashion. This process is similar to device key issuance.
Device uses R3 to challenge AS and also responds to the
challenge R4 from AS. After that, the two parties negotiate
the session key Kda = H(R3||R4). In subsequent communi-
cations, they use Kda to encrypt traffic. This process is sim-
ilar to the three-phase handshake during TCP connection
setup. The use of R3 and R4 is able to prevent the denial of
service attack on the server.

User binding. This critical phase binds a user to a
specific device on the back-end server. It is run by the device,
the user, and the back-end server simultaneously. With
security design, this process requires a user to physically
operate on the device to start binding. Only users that
have bound the device could access it remotely through
the back-end server. This is because the back-end server
will authenticate the user. Besides, this phase establishes a
local shared key for the device and the user. This enables
convenient and efficient local communication between the
user and the device.

Authentication
ServerDevice

Enc(Kbind,MA||token)

Enc(Kap,SD||MA||token||username||H(password))

App

Both parties negotiate a shared session key Kbind locally.

Enc(Kbind,SD)

Enc(Kda,MA||token)

Enc(Kda,MA||Klocal)

Enc(Kap,SD||salt)

App requests device for SD.

Store Klocal.
Remember SD
and store salt.

Check the information, generate 
salt, and calculate Klocal.

Fig. 9: User Binding

The proposed scheme allows the user to employ a mobile
application App to bind the device. Figure 9 shows the
detailed binding process. The basic idea is that App and
Device first perform the necessary communication locally,

and then each sends a binding request to AS. AS checks
whether the information in the two requests is consistent,
so as to determine that the device is indeed bound by the
user locally. After the verification is passed, AS will store the
binding relationship between them, and send the necessary
information related to the key to them, so that the user
can establish secure communication with the device in the
future.

First, the user presses a button on the device to start
the binding process. App connects to Device. We assume
that Device and App negotiate a temporary session key
Kbind to protect the communication during this process. In
practice, it could be a TLS session key if Device and App
communicate using HTTPS. However, it could also be other
secret keys depending on the underlying communication
protocol. App first asks Device for its ID, which is SD.
Later, Device sends Enc(Kbind, SD) to App. App decrypts
the message to get SD, and generates a random number
token. The token is used to bind Device to App on AS. App
sends Enc(Kbind,MA||token) to Device to request to bind
it, where MA is the identifier of App. Note that we assume
that each mobile application has a unique identifier MA,
which is used to distinguish different mobile applications.

Device decrypts the received message and obtains the
MA and token from it. After that, Device needs to send
a binding request to AS. Device and AS first establishes an
authenticated connection using Kda that is established in the
previous stage. After a successful authentication, Device
sends a binding message (Enc(Kda,MA||token)) to AS.

After sending the binding request to Device, App
sets up a secure communication with AS for reg-
istration(e.g., using HTTPS). Assume that the session
key between AS and App is Kap. When register-
ing on the authentication server, the user enters a
username and password. After registration, App sends
(Enc(Kap, SD||MA||token||username||H(password))) to
AS for binding.

After AS receives the two binding requests sent by
Device and App, it checks whether the tokens match. If
matched, AS considers the binding to be valid, that is, the
user does bind the device locally at this time. AS stores
the user’s credentials and binds this user (MA, username)
to the device (SD). Specifically, AS generates a random
number salt and obtains spd = H(salt||H(password)). AS
saves MA, username, salt, and spd in the database to
authenticate users for remote communication. In addition,
AS generates the local communication key

Klocal = H(SD||MA||username||spd) (1)

that is shared by Device and App, and sends
Enc(Kda,MA||Klocal) to Device. At the same time, AS also
uses the message Enc(Kap, SD||salt) to notify App that the
binding is successful. The salt is used in the calculation of
the local communication key Klocal in Eq. (1).

Device obtains and stores the local communication key
Klocal for subsequent authentication with App. After receiv-
ing the binding success notification, App stores the salt and
SD, which are used to generate Klocal to communicate with
Device in the LAN. At this point, the user has completed
the binding of the device.
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5.3 Local and Remote Communication

Once the user binds a device with the mobile application,
the user can communicate with the device either locally
or remotely. This process also runs most often during the
device’s lifecycle. The authentication details are as follows.

AppDevice

Enc(Klocal,R6)

MA, Enc(Klocal,R5)

Enc(Klocal,R5||R6)

App sends a broadcast packet to discover Device.

SD

T1, Enc(Kdp,M1), HMAC(Kdp, *)

T2, Enc(Kdp,M2), HMAC(Kdp, *)

Fig. 10: Local Communication in a LAN

Communication in LAN. For local communication, the
user employs the local communication key that is estab-
lished in the binding process for authentication. This eases
the back-end server’s burden because the server is not
required to participate in the local communication. The
communication steps in the local area network are shown
in Figure 10. The basic idea of authentication is a challenge-
response mechanism. Once authenticated, the device and
server communicate with each other using messages with a
timestamp, and use some technique to ensure data integrity,
such as HMAC.

Specific steps are as follows. In order to use a device, App
first needs to send a broadcast packet to discover Device on
the local area network. Device monitors broadcast packets
on the network where it is located. If a matching broadcast
packet is received, Device will send SD in response to App.
The user enters a username and password to generate the
communication key Klocal using equation (1). The authen-
tication method is similar to that described above. Device
and App use R5 and R6 respectively as challenges to each
other. After successful authentication, both parties use the
session key Kdp = H(R5||R6) and an authenticated encryp-
tion mechanism to transfer the communication traffic.

To illustrate how the communication works, we show an
example using HMAC. We note that other authenticated en-
cryption could also be used depending on the specific appli-
cation. Let’s assume that App wants to send a message M1 to
the device. App generates a timestamp T1, encrypts M1 with
Kdp, and calculates the message authentication code with
HMAC. App sends (T1,Enc(Kdp,M1),HMAC(Kdp, ∗)) to
Device. In this message, ”*” represents the data sent,
namely (T1,Enc(Kdp,M1)). In the following HMAC, we
also express the message like this. After receiving the mes-
sage, Device generates a new timestamp T1’ and only
accepts messages with T ′

1 − T1 ≤ ∆T to defend against re-
play attacks. The threshold ∆T can be customized. Device
also use HMAC to ensure message integrity. Likewise, App
performs the same checks on messages from Device.

Communication in the public network. For remote
communication, the process is more complicated. The basic
idea is to use the back-end server to relay the communi-
cation between a user and a device. The proposed scheme
employs two kinds of back-end servers. One is authentica-
tion server AS; the other is relay server RS. The former is
used to authenticate users while the latter is used to relay
users’ requests to the IoT devices and data from the devices
to users. This differentiation balances the back-end servers’
burden, which thus promotes scalability.

The process is as follows. App first establishes a secure
connection with AS, e.g., using HTTPS. AS authenticates
the user using its database by checking MA, username,
password, and SD. We note that it is also possible to
employ other authentication mechanisms for authentica-
tion between the user and the authentication server, e.g.,
OpenID, cookies, etc. The only requirement is to bind the
user mobile application with such information during the
previous binding process. We use password authentication
here to illustrate the proposed scheme. After the successful
authentication, AS informs RS, Device, App the information
about the remote communication. Then RS is ready for
remote access from Device and App. Later, RS forwards
messages for Device and App.

Authentication
ServerDevice App

Enc(Kap,SD||RSid||Krp||RSaddr) 

T3, Enc(Kap,SD||MA||username||H(password)), HMAC(Kap,*)

Relay
Server

Enc(Kda,MA||RSid||Kdr||RSaddr)

Enc(Kra,SD||MA||RSid||Kdr||Krp)

T6, Enc(Krp,M3), HMAC(Krp,*)
T7, Enc(Kdr,M3), HMAC(Kdr,*)

T8, Enc(Kdr,M4), HMAC(Kdr,*)
T9, Enc(Krp,M4), HMAC(Krp,*)

T5, RSid, HMAC(Krp,*)
T4, RSid, HMAC(Kdr,*)

Fig. 11: Remote Communication in the Public Network

Figure 11 shows the detailed steps. Assume that App and
AS use a secure communication (e.g. HTTPS) with session
key Kap. Assume that Device and AS have authenticated
each other using device secret DS and their session key is
Kda. Assume that RS and AS established an internal session
key Kra in the back-end.

First, App generates a timestamp T3 and sends

(T3,Enc(Kap, SD||MA||username||H(password)) (2)

to AS. After receiving the message, AS searches the binding
information corresponding to SD and MA in the database
to verify whether the user credential is correct. If correct,
the authentication is successful. Next, AS checks if Device
is online. If Device goes offline, AS notifies the application
of this information. Otherwise, a relay connection is estab-
lished for App and Device. To this end, AS generates an
identifier RSid for this relay connection. AS also generates
random session keys Kdr and Krp. The former is used for
communication between Device and RS, while the latter is
used for communication between RS and App. In addition,
AS also notifies Device and App the address RSaddr of RS,
including the IP address and port.
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In short, AS sends information about the relay
connection to RS, App, and Device. After receiving
the message sent by AS, Device and the App send
(T4, RSid,HMAC(Kdr, ∗)) and (T5, RSid,HMAC(Krp, ∗))
respectively to establish a connection with RS. If the mes-
sage authentication is successful, RS will establish a relay
connection for Device and App.

Similar to LAN communication, App and Device com-
municate via this relay connection. The last four steps in
Figure 11 represent that App sends a message M3 to Device
and Device returns a message M4 to App. The messages
are forwarded by RS, in which the business message is
encrypted by the session key. Additionally, a timestamp and
HMAC are also used to enforce security.

5.4 Status Update and Refresh

The user could modify the username and password or
restore the IoT device. In these cases, the communication
keys and binding information should also be updated.

User credential update. Figure 12 shows the steps. Ba-
sically, the user first sends a request to the server. After the
verification is passed, the server uses the new credential to
generate a new local communication key. The server sends
the new key to the IoT device in an authenticated manner.
After receiving the confirmation from the IoT device, the
server updates the user credential and notifies the user.

Authentication
ServerDevice App

Enc(Kap,R7||new_salt)

T11, Enc(Kda,SD||MA||R7||Klocal||temp), HMAC(Kda,*)

Enc(Kda,MA||R7)

T10, Enc(Kap,SD||MA||R7||username||H(password)
||new_username||H(new_pd)), HMAC(Kap,*)

Fig. 12: User Credential Update

Specifically, it works as follows. App sends
(T10,Enc(Kap, SD||MA||R7||username||H(password)
||new username||H(new pd)),HMAC(Kap, ∗)) to AS for
updating his credential. After verifying the message, AS
calculates the new local communication key temp for
Device and App according to the equation (1). In order
to update the user key Klocal stored in Device, AS first
ensures that Device is online. AS sends the relevant
information to Device to make it update the local key
Klocal = temp. After receiving confirmation from Device
(using R7), AS sends (Enc(Kap, R7||new salt)) to notify
App that its credential has been updated successfully.
App stores new salt for later computation of the local
communication key.

Restoring factory settings. When the device is re-
stored to factory settings, all saved user informa-
tion will be cleared. The idea is to erase all the
user-related information. The user restores the device
as follows. The user first restores the IoT device
by pressing a button on the device. Then Device
sends (T12,Enc(Kda, SD||R8),HMAC(Kda, ∗)) to AS. After

checking the message, AS clears the binding information
about Device in the database. Then AS sends Enc(Kda, R8)
to Device for confirmation and notifies users who have
bound Device.

Key refresh. We note that all the keys in the proposed
scheme are short-term session key, except the local commu-
nication key Klocal and the device secret key DS. These
keys are used only one-time in the corresponding session.
In the next session, they are randomly generated. Thus, the
forward security of these keys is not an issue. However,
for the long-term Klocal and DS, forward security is not
preserved if they are leaked. To alleviate this concern, the
proposed scheme regularly updates them using a standard
approach. The detailed update method is similar as in
Figure 8 using the previously shared secret key, i.e., Klocal

and DS. This approach enhances security and preserves
protocol simplicity. Because the keys Klocal and DS are
device-dependent, even they are leaked, its harm is limited
to the specific device, but not other devices. Considering
the advantage of simplicity and the low-chance of leaking
Klocal and DS, the proposed scheme chooses this approach.
However, we also note that it is also possible to support
perfect forward secrecy if a smart IoT application vendor is
willing to trade-off system complexity. In this case, standard
approaches could be used to generate Klocal and DS, e.g.
[43].

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section analyzes the security of the proposed scheme.
We conduct the analysis from two perspectives. First, we
discuss heuristic attacks and explain why they do not work.
Second, we model the proposed scheme and then conduct
formal analysis.

6.1 Informal security analysis

User credential guessing attack. An attacker could try to
control a user’s IoT device by guessing the user’s password.
We analyze this attack in two cases. For local communi-
cation, the key Klocal is as in Eq. (1). An attacker needs
to know both the username and password. Besides, Klocal

also depends on the random salt that is generated by the
authentication server.

For remote communication, the key is randomly gener-
ated by the authentication server. In order to get this key, the
attacker needs to authenticate to the authentication server.
However, the authentication as in Eq. (2) also depends on
the identities of the device, the mobile application, the user
name, the password, and their bindings in the server’s
database. The binding is unique and not known by the
attacker. Thus, this attack does not work.

Device impersonation attack. Suppose an adversary im-
personates a device to perform mutual authentication with
AS. The authentication process is based on the challenge
response mechanism. Because the device key is random and
the adversary does not know it, the adversary cannot be
authenticated.

Suppose an adversary wants to impersonate the device
and performs mutual authentication with the user locally.
This authentication requires the device to provide proof of
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possession of the local communication key Klocal. The ran-
dom Klocal is delivered to the device in encrypted form by
AS during the binding process. Without Klocal, the attacker
is not able to conduct this attack.

Consider impersonating the device when a user connects
the device remotely. When establishing a connection with
the relay server RS, the device needs to provide authenti-
cation information (T4, RSid,HMAC(Kdr, ∗)). Because the
session key Kdr shared between the device and RS are
generated, encrypted and sent to the device by AS, these
secret information are not known to the attacker, which
prevents the device impersonating attack.

User impersonation attack. Similar to device imperson-
ation attack, an attacker could also impersonate a user to
control the user’s device either locally or remotely. Consider
the local user impersonating attack. In order to communi-
cate with the device, the attacker needs to authenticate to
the device using the local communication key. This authen-
tication requires the user to provide proof of possession
of Klocal. As in the user credential guessing attack, the
local communication key is randomly generated by the
authentication server. The attacker is not able to guess it.

For the remote user impersonating attack, the adversary
needs to authenticate with the authentication server. The
authentication as in Eq. (2) depends on secret information
that is not known to the adversary. Timestamp also makes
replaying attacks not work.

The adversary may also try to establish a con-
nection with the relay server RS. However, the ad-
versary needs to provide authenticated information on
(T5, RSid,HMAC(Krp, ∗)). Because the RSid and the ses-
sion key Krp are generated randomly by AS, they are secret
to the adversary. Thus, the adversary cannot make such
attack.

Authentication server impersonation attack. The adver-
sary’s aim in this case is to make the smart IoT system un-
available for users. First consider the adversary imperson-
ating AS to perform mutual authentication with the device.
Since the authentication process is based on the challenge
response mechanism, AS needs to be authenticated by the
device using the secret device key. Because the adversary
does not have the device key, it cannot be authenticated by
the device.

Then consider the adversary pretending to be AS and
communicating with the user. The communication between
AS and the user is protected by TLS, making it difficult
for the adversary to impersonate AS. Even the adversary
could impersonate the authentication server successfully,
relay server also requires the adversary’s authentication.
Thus, impersonating AS cannot work.

Fake binding attack. An adversary may also try
to bind a victim’s device by sending a binding re-
quest to the device. If successful, this attack makes
smart IoT service unavailable for the victim user. Con-
sidering that the mobile application is open for down-
load, the adversary may try to forge a binding request
(Enc(Kap, SD||MA||token||username||H(password))) to
AS. However, this attack is not easy to succeed due to
the proposed design. This is because the binding process
requires a physical contact with the device by pressing a but-
ton. Without this physical action, a device will not send the

token variable to the authentication server. In this case, the
adversary may even impersonate the device to send a fake
binding message containing token in the hope that AS can
pass the token verification. However, as mentioned above,
the proposed scheme resists device impersonation attacks
because the device is required to send a valid message to
the server. Thus, fake binding attack also does not work.

6.2 Formal security verification using AVISPA
We used Automated Validation of Internet Security Proto-
cols and Applications (AVISPA) to verify the security of
the proposed authentication scheme. AVISPA is a tool set
for supporting automatic check of the security of network
security protocols and applications [17]. It can help us
to establish a formal model of industrial-level complexity
for protocol processes, security targets, and attack traces
for our proposed scheme. AVISPA assumes that perfect
cryptographic primitives are used and employs the Dolev-
Yao intruder model. The result of the AVISPA analysis is
whether the security goals of the underlying protocol are
met. If it reaches, security is formally verified; otherwise,
the trace of the attack that violates the target is displayed.

1 role session(SD,RS,AS,MA:agent,DS,Kbind,Kap,Kra:symmetric key,Hash:hash func)
2 def=
3 local
4 SND4,RCV4,SND3,RCV3,SND2,RCV2,SND1,RCV1:channel(dy)
5 composition
6 device(SD,RS,AS,MA,DS,Kbind,Hash,SND1,RCV1) /\
7 relaycommandserver(RS,SD,AS,MA,Kra,Hash,SND4,RCV4) /\
8 authserver(AS,SD,RS,MA,DS,Kap,Kra,Hash,SND2,RCV2) /\
9 app(MA,SD,RS,AS,Kbind,Kap,Hash,SND3,RCV3)

10 end role
11
12 role environment()
13 def=
14 const
15 sd1,sd2,rs ,as,ma1,ma2:agent,
16 ds1,ds2,kbind1,kap1,kbind2,kap2,kra,kia,kbindi,dsi:symmetric key,
17 myhash:hash func,
18 sec kda,sec un,sec hpw,sec klocal,
19 sec kdp,sec m1,sec m2,sec kdr,sec krp,sec m3,sec m4,app as token,
20 sec new un,sec new hpw,sec temp,
21 auth t1,auth t2,auth t3,auth t4,auth t5,auth t6,auth t7,auth t8,auth t9,auth t10,auth t11,auth t12,
22 auth r3,auth r4,auth r5,auth r6,auth r7,auth r8:protocol id
23
24 intruder knowledge = {sd1, ma1, sd2, ma2, as, rs, myhash, kbindi, kia, dsi}
25 composition
26 session(sd1,rs ,as,ma1,ds1,kbind1,kap1,kra,myhash)
27 /\ session(sd1,rs,as, i ,ds1,kbindi,kia,kra,myhash)
28 /\ session(i , rs ,as,ma1,dsi,kbindi,kap1,kra,myhash)
29 end role
30
31 goal
32 secrecy of sec kda,sec un,sec hpw,sec klocal,
33 sec kdp,sec m1,sec m2,sec kdr,sec krp,sec m3,sec m4,sec new un,sec new hpw,sec temp
34 authentication on app as token,auth r3,auth r4,auth r5,auth r6,auth r7,auth r8,
35 auth t1,auth t2,auth t3,auth t4,auth t5,auth t6,auth t7,auth t8,auth t9,auth t10,auth t11,auth t12
36 end goal
37
38 environment()

Listing 1: Model Definition of the Session, Goal, and
Environment

In our analysis, we first express our proposed scheme us-
ing the high-level protocol specification language (HLPSL)
provided by AVISPA. Then, we invoke AVISPA to analyze
the security of the proposed scheme. Our source code could
be found at [44]. We divide the verification into two groups.
One is for device registration in the factory; the other is for
device usage after the device leaves the factory. For each
group, we write different verification codes by modeling
the communication process. In the followings, we take the
more complicated second group as an example to explain
our verification. Listing 1 shows its overall evaluation/mod-
eling framework, which is also the execution entry when
invoking AVISPA. In our implementation, four roles are
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1 role app(MA,SD,RS,AS:agent,Kbind,Kap:symmetric key,Hash:hash func,SND,RCV:channel(dy))
2 played by MA
3 def=
4 local
5 State : nat,
6 M1, M2, M3, M4, NewPassword, NewSalt, NewUsername, Password, RSadd, RSid, R4, R5, R6,
7 Salt , Token, T1, T2, T3, T7, T8, T11, T12, Username: text,
8 Krp: symmetric key,
9 Kdp: hash(text.text ) ,

10 HPassword, NewHPassword: hash(text),
11 Klocal: hash(agent.agent.text .hash(text.hash(text) ) )
12 init
13 State:=0
14 transition
15 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−bind−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
16 1. State=0 /\ RCV({SD} Kbind) =|>
17 State ’:=1 /\ Token’:=new() /\ SND({MA.Token’} Kbind)
18 /\ Username’:=new() /\ Password’:=new() /\ HPassword’:=Hash(Password’)
19 /\ SND({SD.MA.Token’.Username’.HPassword’} Kap)
20 /\ secret(Username’,sec un,{MA,AS}) /\ secret(HPassword’,sec hpw,{MA,AS})
21 /\ witness(MA,AS,app as token,Token’)
22
23 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−same−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
24 2. State=1 /\ RCV({SD.Salt’} Kap) =|>
25 State ’:=2 /\ R4’:=new() /\ Klocal’:=Hash(SD.MA.Username.Hash(Salt’.Hash(Password))) /\ SND(

MA.{R4’} Klocal’)
26 /\ witness(MA,SD,auth r5,R4’)
27
28 3. State=2 /\ RCV({R4.R5’} Klocal) =|>
29 State ’:=3 /\ Kdp’:=Hash(R4.R5’) /\ SND({R5’} Klocal) /\ request(MA,SD,auth r6,R5’)
30 /\ T1’:=new() /\ M1’:=new() /\ SND(T1’.{M1’} Kdp’.{Hash(T1’.{M1’} Kdp’)} Kdp’)
31 /\ secret(M1’,sec m1,{SD,MA}) /\ witness(MA,SD,auth t1,T1’)
32
33 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−login−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
34 4. State=3 /\ RCV(T2’.{M2’} Kdp.{Hash(T2’.{M2’} Kdp)} Kdp) =|>
35 State’:=4/\ T3’:=new() /\ SND(T3’.{SD.MA.Username.HPassword} Kap
36 .{Hash(T3’.{SD.MA.Username.HPassword} Kap)} Kap)
37 /\ request(MA,SD,auth t2,T2’) /\ witness(MA,AS,auth t3,T3’)
38
39 5. State=4 /\ RCV({SD.RSid’.Krp’.RSadd’} Kap) =|>
40 State ’:=5 /\ T7’:=new() /\ SND(T7’.RSid’.{Hash(T7’.RSid’)} Krp’) /\ witness(MA,RS,auth t5,T7’)
41 /\ T8’:=new() /\ M3’:=new()
42 /\ SND(T8’.{M3’} Krp.{Hash(T8’.{M3’} Krp)} Krp)
43 /\ witness(MA,RS,auth t6,T8’) /\ secret(M3’,sec m3,{MA,RS,SD})
44
45 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−update−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
46 6. State=5 /\ RCV(T11’.{M4’} Krp.{Hash(T11’.{M4’} Krp)} Krp) =|>
47 State ’:=6 /\ request(MA,RS,auth t9,T11’)
48 /\ T12’:=new() /\ NewUsername’:=new() /\ NewPassword’:=new() /\ R6’:=new()
49 /\ NewHPassword’:=Hash(NewPassword’)
50 /\SND(T12’.{SD.MA.R6’.Username.HPassword.NewUsername’.NewHPassword’} Kap
51 .{Hash(T12.{SD.MA.R6’.Username.HPassword.NewUsername’.NewHPassword’} Kap)}

Kap)
52 /\ witness(MA,AS,auth r7,R6’) /\ witness(MA,AS,auth t10,T12’)
53 /\ secret(NewUsername’,sec new un,{MA,SD,AS})
54 /\ secret(NewHPassword’,sec new hpw,{MA,AS})
55
56 7. State=6 /\ RCV({R6.NewSalt’} Kap) =|>
57 State ’:=7
58
59 end role

Listing 2: Model Definition of the Mobile APP

defined: smart device, authentication server, app, and relay
server. Listing 2 shows the role definition of the mobile app
for an example.

Now we explain the main modeling framework as in
Listing 1. As a top-level role, environment is the starting
point of program execution. The environment defines the
roles, parameters, intruders, and parallel sessions in the
proposed authentication scheme. Finally, the security goals
of the protocol are defined in the goal area. In the following,
we explain the mobile app role definition as in Listing 2.
In the bracket after the app is the parameter list. The vari-
able agent represents the role in the protocol; the variable
symmetric key represents a symmetric key; the variable
hash func represents a hash function; the variables SND
and RCV represent the sending and receiving channels
under the Dolev-Yao threat model. Lines 4 to 11 represent
the local variables in the role. Lines 12 and 13 indicate that
the initial state of the character is 0. Lines 14 to 57 indicate
that the transition of the entity’s state. “/\” represents the
logic “and”. In line 16, if the role satisfies the current state
0 and receives a message encrypted by Kbind, it will transit
to state 1 and perform the operation following the symbol
”/\”.

Based on the modeling, we further employ two back-

end verification models of AVISPA (i.e., OFMC and CL-
AtSe) to analyze the proposed protocol. The two models
use different strategies to verify a communication protocol
[17]. We report the verification processes and results for both
groups, including device in factory and out of factory. As in
Table 2, all the security goals set in the proposed protocol
are met. The proposed protocol can resist impersonation
attacks, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We prototyped and simulated the usage of the proposed
authentication scheme using Python. Our implementation
could be found at [44]. We report the evaluation results as
follows.

For setup, we used a laptop with 2.4GHz CPU as the
experimental platform. We used the twisted package for
network communication, which is an event-driven net-
working engine. We used SHA256 as the cryptographic
hash algorithm, AES-CBC as the encryption algorithm, and
HMAC-SHA256 as the message authentication algorithm.
We used MySQL as the database of the authentication
server. We used serialized python dictionary as the message
format for communication data. For performance indicators,
we measured the storage cost, communication cost, and
computational cost of the proposed scheme throughout its
lifecycle.

7.1 Storage Overhead

In the proposed scheme, the IoT device and the mobile app
only need to store constant information, i.e., the secret keys.
The main storage cost lies in the back-end servers. This is
because the servers need to accommodate all the devices
and users. We report the storage overhead for the servers.

The authentication server needs to store device informa-
tion and device-user binding information. The relay server
needs to store relay connection information. In total, the
authentication server and relay server need to store 124 and
98 bytes for each device, respectively.

Specifically, for each bound device, AS needs to store
the variables SD, DS, MA, username, salt and spd. The
lengths of them are 10, 32, 8, 16, 16, 32, respectively. Since
some information may need to be stored in multiple copies,
the total amount of such information is 124 bytes. For each
relay connection, RS needs to store the variables SD, Kdr ,
MA, Krp, RSid. The lengths of them are 10, 32, 8, 32, 16
respectively, adding up to 98 bytes. This storage overhead is
small practically. The server is able to accommodate millions
of devices using a commodity server configuration with
such overhead.

7.2 Communication Overhead

The lifecycle of the device has four stages, i.e., key is-
suance, device and user binding, communication, and de-
vice status update. We report both theoretical results and
measured results for the four stages. We obtained the the-
oretical results by summing up all the communications
as in the communication flowcharts of Section 5. We take
the phase “Device and Server Session Key Establishment”
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TABLE 2: Analysis Results Using OFMC and CL-AtSe Backends

Phase OFMC Model CL-AtSe Model

Verification Result Visited Nodes Depth (piles) Verification Result Analyzed States

Device Registration In Factory SAFE 25 8 SAFE 265
Device Usage Out of Factory SAFE 5221 18 SAFE 1584999

TABLE 3: Communication and Computation Cost

Phase
Theoretical

Communication
Cost (byte)

Measured
Communication

Cost (byte)

Theoretical
Cryptographic

Computation Cost

Measured
Cryptographic

Computation Cost (ns)

Measured
All Computation

Cost (ns)

Issuing Device Key 122 307 6Ts 887132 6424347
Device and Server

Session Key Establishment 74 275 6Ts+2Th 889104 1386331

User Binding 256 538 12Ts+2Th 1776240 7001008
Local Communication

in a LAN 186 554 10Ts+4Th+4Thmac 1513864 1772504

Remote Communication
in the Public Network 668 1269 16Ts+2Th+14Thmac 2477452 2716039

User Credential Update 376 638 8Ts+6Th+4Thmac 1220120 6683475
Restoring factory settings 84 215 4Ts+2Thmac 607108 5371792

as an example to explain how we calculated the com-
munication overhead. As in Figure 8, the communication
messages are (SD,Enc(DS,R3)), (Enc(DS,R3||R4)) and
(Enc(DS,R4)). The lengths of them are 26, 32, 16 bytes
respectively, adding up to 74 bytes. Besides theoretical cal-
culation, we also measured the real experimental results in
the implementation.

Table 3 shows the communication overhead of each
stage in the proposed scheme. From the table, we could
find that measured real communication costs are larger
than the theoretical results. This is because we use some
auxiliary information and store all the data as dictionary,
a kind of data structure in python. We use pickle to
serialize the dictionary to transmit the communication mes-
sages between roles. For general online operations, the local
and remote communications consume the largest cost. The
maximal cost is about 1.2 kilobytes, occurring in the remote
communication stage. This is expected because remote com-
munication requires the most frequent interactions between
the mobile app, the authentication and relay servers, and
the IoT device. Compared with remote communication,
the costs in other stages are considerably smaller. From a
practical perspective, such cost is small in today’s network
infrastructure.

7.3 Computation Overhead

Table 3 also lists the computation cost of the proposed
authentication scheme. In the table, we report both theo-
retical and measured the core cryptographic computation
cost in each stage. We also report all the computation
cost that includes both the cryptographic computation and
auxiliary operations (configuration file read/write, database
read/write, message format conversion etc.).

In Table 3, we use Ts to represent the symmetric encryp-
tion and decryption time, Th to represent the hashing time,
and Thmac to represent the time to generate the message
authentication code. Similarly, we obtained the theoretical

result by summing up all the computations in the commu-
nication flowcharts of Section 5. Again, we take the phase
“Device and Server Session Key Establishment” as an exam-
ple to explain how we calculated the theoretical computa-
tion overhead. Note that for messages (SD,Enc(DS,R3)),
(Enc(DS,R3||R4)) and (Enc(DS,R4)), both Device and
AS have three symmetric encryption/decryption operations
and a hash operation to generate the session key. The total
computation time is thus 6Ts + 2Th.

For measured cryptographic computation, we first ob-
tained the cost of a single operation in Python during the
evaluation. Then we plugged the numerical result in the
theoretical analysis to obtain the measured result. From
Table 3, we could find that the local and remote communi-
cations also consume the largest cost for the frequent online
operations. This is also expected because the communication
process incurs the largest computed message flows.

For measured all computation cost, the results are dif-
ferent. During the management stages, such as key issuing,
user binding, etc., the measured cost is much larger. This is
because the auxiliary operations such as configuration file
read and write operations consume much larger computa-
tion than the cryptographic computation. The maximal cost
is about 7 milliseconds for the user binding stage. The cost
is reasonably small. Besides, these management operations
are run less frequently; thus the cost is negligible. For the
more frequent communication stages, the maximal cost is
about 2.7 milliseconds that is incurred during the remote
communication stage. In general, the computation cost is
practically small per device. However, we also note that
the cost of the back-end server grows with the number of
connected devices. When more devices are connected, the
cost of the back-end server is also getting larger.

7.4 Comparison with Other Schemes
The proposed scheme aims at smart IoT applications by
covering its entire lifecycle from manufacturing to daily
usage. To our best knowledge, existing IoT authentication
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TABLE 4: Communication and Computation Comparison

Scheme [4] [11] [45] [13] [9] This Scheme

LAN Public Network

Communication Cost 334 368 304 224 480 204 492
Computation Cost 4Ts + 22Th + Tfe 4Ts + 13Th 9Th + 8Tepm Ts + 42Th 9Th 6Ts + 4Th 8Ts + 16Th + 6Thmac

TABLE 5: Functionality and Security Comparison

Functionality [4] [11] [45] [13] [9] This Scheme

mutual authentication between device and gateway/server ✓ X ✓ ✓ - ✓
mutual authentication between user and gateway/server ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

direct and mutual authentication between device and user X X - X - ✓
key agreement ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

dynamic smart device addition ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓
many-to-many binding relationship between a device and a user X X - X - ✓

communication in LAN ✓ X - ✓ - ✓
communication in public network ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

password change phase ✓ X X X ✓ ✓
restoring factory settings phase X X X X - ✓
still works without the gateway X X ✓ X ✓ ✓

session key security ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
offline credentials guessing attack ✓ X - ✓ ✓ ✓

replay attack ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
man-in-the-middle attack ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

device impersonation attack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓
user impersonation attack ✓ X - ✓ ✓ ✓

resilience against device capture attack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓
smart phone/smart card stolen attack ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

formal security verification ✓ X ✓ X ✓ ✓

schemes mainly focused on authentication in the commu-
nication stage, which makes a quantitative comparison not
quite meaningful. We chose to make a qualitative and high-
level comparison with related works [4], [9], [11], [13],
[45], putting the focus on the communication authentication
stage.

Cost Comparison. In the comparison, we unified the
length of various data types to make objective comparisons.
Specifically, we set the identifier of an IoT device, times-
tamp, and hash digest to 10, 4 and 32 bytes, respectively.
The plaintext/ciphertext block in encryption and decryption
(using the AES-CBC algorithm), the random number, the
username, and the password are all set to be 16 bytes.
Table 4 shows the comparison result for the communication
and computation cost. In the table, Tfe represents the time-
consuming algorithm for generating keys using biometrics
as input and Tepm represents the time of elliptic curve point
multiplication. Compared with recent related schemes, the
communication and computational cost for LAN commu-
nication in the proposed scheme is smaller. The trade-off
is that the corresponding cost in the public network is
slightly higher. However, the trade-off enables the proposed
scheme to provide additional functionality and security, as
described below.

Functionality and Security Comparison. Table 5 shows
the functionality and security comparison with recent re-
lated schemes. In the table, “✓” means that the function is
supported or the attack can be resisted; “X” means the func-
tion is not supported or the attack cannot be resisted; “-”
means that the function or security feature is not applicable
in the scheme. We note that these solutions do not have
fundamental shortcomings; however, they do not consider

multiple potential attacks and do not cover the full lifecycle
of IoT devices. As a result, security concern emerges cor-
respondingly; after considering these factors, the security
concerns could also be mitigated. The application scenarios
are also different due to the rapid evolvement of smart IoT
applications.

We use the scheme proposed in [11] as an example. In
their scheme, the timestamp is sent in plaintext, while the
other information sent does not include the computation of
the time stamp. The receiver simply checks the timestamp
in the plaintext to judge whether there is a replay attack.
This leaves a security risk. The adversary is able to mod-
ify the timestamp in the plaintext without changing other
information to launch a replay attack. For other works, we
also discuss the main points. Authentication of users and
devices in the work of [4] relies on the specific gateways. [45]
only discusses authentication of IoT devices and servers.
[13] does not use security tools such as AVISPA for formal
analysis. [9] only discusses authentication of users and IoT
application servers.

Compared with these works, the proposed scheme has
considerable advantages. The proposed scheme can support
communication in public network mode, where both de-
vices and users can make mutual authentication with the
server. At the same time, it can also support communication
in LAN mode, where the device and user can directly au-
thenticate each other. Therefore, in the case of a single point
of failure of the server, the communication in the LAN can
still work normally. The proposed scheme supports flexible
many-to-many binding relationships between devices and
users. In the proposed scheme, IoT devices also have a
complete lifecycle, i.e., from production to restoration of
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factory settings. The proposed scheme can resist common
attacks, some of which cannot be resisted in the compared
schemes. We also used AVISPA to perform formal security
verification of the proposed protocol; such a verification has
not been carried out in some schemes.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an authentication scheme suitable
for smart IoT applications. The proposed scheme supports
mutual authentication between devices, back-end servers,
and users’ mobile applications. It covers the entire lifecycle
of the device and supports communication both in the pub-
lic/local area network. Experimental evaluations and formal
analysis show that the proposed authentication scheme is
efficient and promising for practical uses.

It is worth noting that researchers are proposing new
architectures for smart IoT systems by integrating different
resources (e.g., messaging hub, IoT cloud toolkit, third-
party in-device application development) in the cloud. This
introduces more roles and types of interactions in a smart
IoT system and makes dependable authentication more
challenging and complex. In future, it is interesting to in-
vestigate how to adapt the proposed authentication scheme
for these new, future, and promising architectures.
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